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If G is a group, the collection of non-empty subsets of G may be regarded as 
a semigroup in a natural way. Every factor group of G is a subgroup of this power 
semigroup, as is every factor group of any subgroup of G. All subgroups of the 
power semigroup are of this type if and only if G is periodic. A construction for 
finding other subgroups of the power semigroup is presented which directly 
generalizes the formation of factor groups. A complete description of the 
subgroups of the power semigroup is given, together with some surprising 
examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC RESULTS 
Throughout we assume that G is a (multiplicatively written) group, and 
let PO(G) denote the collection of all non-empty subsets of G. We extend 
the operation on elements of G to subsets of G in the usual way, by 
defining 
AB = {ab; a E A, b E Bj- U-1) 
for all A, BE P,,(G). Relative to this operation, PO(G) is a semigroup 
with a two-sided identity {e}, where e is the identity element of G. We 
are concerned here with the subgroups of P”(G), i.e., those subsemigroups 
of P,,(G) which are in fact groups. A natural way to obtain such subgroups 
is to form “sections” of G, where (by definition) a section of G is a factor 
group of a subgroup of G. If H is a subgroup of G (written H < G) and 
K is a normal subgroup of H (written K a H), then the section H/K has 
as its elements the cosets hK = {h}K of K in H, and multiplication in 
H/K is via (1 .l). Thus every section of G is indeed a subgroup of 9&G); 
it is natural to ask whether the converse holds, i.e., whether every sub- 
group of P,,(G) arises in this fashion as a factor group of a subgroup of G. 
The answer is No, in general; complete information is provided by: 
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THEOREM 1.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) every subgroup of 9’,,(G) is a section of G, 
(ii) every idempotent in PO(G) is a subgroup of G, 
(iii) G is periodic (i.e., contains no elements of injinite order). 
An idempotent in P”(G) is, of course, a non-empty subset E of G such 
that EE = E. Every subgroup of G is an idempotent in PO(G); indeed the 
subgroups of G are precisely the idempotents E which satisfy E-l = E 
(or, equivalently, E-l C E). The notation used throughout is 
A-l = {a-l; a E A), (1.2) 
where a-l denotes the inverse of a in G. Thus (A@-l = B-lA-l, (A-l)-l = 
A and A-i C B-l iff A C B. Note that, if A* denotes the inverse of A in 
a subgroup of go(G), then in general we do not have A* = A-l. (Indeed, 
equality holds for all A iff the subgroup is a section of G.) 
We now present the proof of Theorem 1.1. It is well known (and easy 
to see) that (ii) and (iii) are equivalent; for convenience of the reader, 
here is a proof: Suppose G is periodic and E is an idempotent in .PO(G). 
If a E E then (since EE C E) we have an E E for all positive integers n. 
But, for some such n > 1, a” = e hence a-l = an-l E E. Thus E-l C E. 
On the other hand, if G is not periodic there exists an element a E G 
having infinite order. Let E be the set of all powers an, where n is a non- 
negative integer. Then clearly E is an idempotent in .PO(G), but a-l $ E, 
so E is not a subgroup of G. 
The fact that (ii) implies (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2 
(stated below), since the identity element of any subgroup of go(G) is an 
idempotent. That (i) implies (ii) is trivial, for suppose E is an idempotent 
in PO(G) and consider the set ti = {E}. Then X is a subgroup of g,(G), 
and is a section of G iff E < G. (A less trivial way of constructing sub- 
groups of PO(G) from an arbitrary idempotent E is given in the next 
section.) 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a subgroup of PO(G), and E the identity 
element in 2-F’; then S is a section of G if and only ifE is a subgroup of G. 
(Infact,ifE<GthenE4H<GandZ@=H/EwhereH=uX.) 
Proof. Certainly if X is a section of G then E < G (since the identity 
element of H/K is the subgroup K). Thus assume E < G, and we show 
first that H = UREm A is a subgroup of G. If a, b E H then we have 
A, B EX with a E A, b E B; hence ab EABEX, so ab E H. Suppose 
a E A E #; we show that a-l E H. Actually we show more: that A-l = 
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A* E 2, where A* denotes the inverse of A in 2. Since AA* = E it 
follows that Au* C E, hence A C ,?(a*)-l for all a* E A*. Thus 
A-l C a*E-l = a*E C A*E = A *. Applying the same argument to A* 
yields (A*)-l C (A*)* = A, so that A* CA-l. This shows that A-l = 
A* E 2, and it follows that H < G. 
Using the fact that A* = A-l, we next observe that the elements of 
3 are just the cosets of E in H. For, if a E A E X, then Au-l C AA-l = E 
so that A C Ea. But Eu C EA = A, hence A = Ea. A similar argument 
yields A = aE, thus showing that aE = Ea for all a E H, i.e., that E a H. 
This completes the proof that &?’ = H/E, and hence the proof of Theo- 
rem 1.2. We remark in passing that it is easy to see that in general 
HH = H even when E is not a subgroup of G. 
2. THE NORMALIZER CONSTRUCTION 
We now present a method for manufacturing subgroups of .YO(G) 
which directly generalizes the formation of sections of G. Let E be any 
idempotent in P,,(G) and let N(E) denote the normalizer of E in G (i.e., 
N(E) is the subgroup of G consisting of all elements a E G such that 
aE = Eu). Consider the function 4: N(E) + P@(G) defined by +(a) = aE. 
Clearly q5 is a homomorphism, hence the image M(E) = qS(N(E)) is a 
subgroup of PO(G). It is also clear that E is the identity element of 
M(E), and that every subgroup of J@‘(E) is the image under 4 of a sub- 
group of N(E). Subgroups of M(E) are said to arise from E via the 
normalizer construction. 
Note that, when E < G, the above construction coincides with the 
formation of factor groups H/E. More precisely, if E 4 H then H < N(E) 
and $(H) = H/E. Thus every section of G arises via the normalizer con- 
struction. The converse is not true for, if the idempotent E is not a sub- 
group of G, then (via the trivial part of Theorem 1.2) no subgroup of 
J’(E) is a section of G. Note, however, that every subgroup of N(E) 
is isomorphic to a section of G; e.g., J(E) is isomorphic to N(E)/K where 
K is the kernel of $ (and if H < N(E) then q%(H) s HK/K). The kernel K 
can also be described in somewhat different terms. 
Let Z(E) denote the set of all a E G such that aE C E and Eu C E. Then 
Z(E) is a subsemigroup of G. (In fact, Z(E) is the “idealizer” of E in G: 
the largest subsemigroup of G containing E as an ideal.) Since the iden- 
tity element e is in Z(E), we can consider the group of units of Z(E). If 
this group is denoted by K(E), then we have 
K(E) = Z(E) n Z(E)-l = {a E G; aE = Ea = E}. 
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Hence K(E) is the kernel of the homomorphism 4 defined above. If 
e E E, then a E aE for all a E G, hence it follows that I(E) = E. Thus, if 
the idempotent E contains the identity element e, K(E) = E n E-l is the 
group of units in E. 
We summarize these results as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be an idempotent in PO(G) and let N(E) denote 
the normalizer of E in G. Then M(E) = {aE; a E N(E)} is a subgroup of 
YO(G) with identity E. Thus M(E) is a section of G if and only if E is a 
subgroup of G; however, N(E) is always isomorphic to the section 
N(E)/K(E), where K(E) is the group of units of the idealizer of E in G. 
If e E E, then K(E) = E n E-l is the group of units in E, and if E < G 
then M(E) = N(E)/E. 
It is natural to ask when it is true that every subgroup of PO(G) arises 
via the normalizer construction; a sufficient condition is that the identity 
element e belongs to every idempotent in 9,,(G). This is a consequence of 
THEOREM 2.2. Let SF be a subgroup of P,,(G) with identity E. If e E E, 
then Z arises from E via the normalizer construction, i.e., X is a subgroup 
of JW. 
The proof of this result employs a minor modification of the argument 
used in establishing Theorem 1.2. (We remark in passing that Theo- 
rems 2.1 and 2.2 essentially imply Theorem 1.2.) 
Assume e E E. Suppose A E X and let A* denote the inverse of A in X. 
TheneEAA*,henceA*nA-l# @.Ifa~Aissuchthata-l~A*then 
Aa-l C AA* = E, yielding A C Eu C EA = A. Similarly, aE = A so that 
A E J(E). This shows that 2 is a subgroup of M(E) as desired. 
We shall see later that the sufficient condition e E E is not necessary 
to obtain Z < M(E) for all subgroups X of P,,(G) with identity E. 
3. SOME~OMMENTSAND EXAMPLES 
Regarding the normalizer construction, and the examination of sub- 
groups of B,(G) in general, one is tempted to ask (since the concepts and 
techniques are so elementary) why these ideas do not seem to be part of 
the folklore of General Algebra. There are several good reasons for this. 
On the one hand, some well-known facts about groups seem to indicate 
(at first glance) that the natural questions will probably turn out to have 
routine answers; in addition, there are strong reasons for doubting the 
significance of similar investigations in a more general setting. 
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To illustrate these comments, recall the fact that every “regular parti- 
tion” of a group G is a factor group of G. (For a proof see [4, pp. 29 and 
71-721; see also [6]). A partition of G is, of course, a subset of PO(G) 
whose elements are mutually disjoint and whose union is G. A partition 
L%? of G is said to be regular if, for all A, BE 2 there exists C E .!Z such 
that ABC C. Somehow, a common initial impression is that the above 
result on regular partitions of groups more or less implies that subgroups 
of go(G) will generally be factor groups of G or minor variants thereof. 
This impression is not accurate. The precise import of the fact about 
regular partitions is formulated below in Theorem 3.1. Certainly this 
theorem is totally expected, but in investigating subgroups of d,(G) there 
are some surprises yet to come. 
Moreover, the concept of regular partition is, in reality, only indirectly 
related to the ideas presented thus far. For example, it is not immediately 
apparent from the definition that a regular partition of a group G should 
turn out to be a subgroup of gO(G). (Since for regularity we merely require 
AB C C, not AB = C.) Indeed, the notion of regular partition can be 
defined in a much more general setting, but the analog of the result for 
groups does not generally hold. Perhaps it is worth considering an 
example. 
We note that a regular partition of a semigroup S need not be a sub- 
semigroup of the power semigroup .YO(S); this is so even if the cancellation 
laws hold in S. To see this, take S to be the multiplicative semigroup of 
positive integers and let n be a fixed integer > 2. By restricting the rela- 
tion “congruence modulo n” to S, we obtain a partition W of S whose 
elements are the sets [a] = {a + kn; k 3 0} for a = 1, 2,..., n. This par- 
tition is regular, since [a][b] C [cl, where ab = c mod n. Note, however, 
that equality does not always hold here; e.g., [n - l][n - I] # [l], since 
the smallest element in the product on the left is (n - 1)” > 1. Of course, 
if we define an operation * on LZZ’ by [a] * [b] = [cl, where ab = c mod n, 
then we obtain a semigroup which is a homomorphic image of S. But 
this “factor semigroup” is not a subsemigroup of go(S), since the opera- 
tion * differs from multiplication in go(S). (In fact, even when such a 
factor semigroup is a group, it need not be a subsemigroup of go(S); 
to see this, replace S in the above by the semigroup S, consisting of all 
elements relatively prime to n.) 
At this point, it should be quite clear that, in a general setting, regular 
partitions are at best only vaguely related to notions involving subobjects 
of the power set. The concept of regular partition, however, is really a 
central idea in algebra; it provides a slightly different way of viewing the 
same underlying situation which gives rise to the notions of congruence 
relation and homomorphism. On the other hand, the ideas involving 
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power sets with which we are concerned in the present paper do not 
appear to be of particular significance in a general setting. Even for 
groups, it is not entirely clear that the collection of subgroups of the 
power semigroup is an especially appropriate object of study. Neverthe- 
less, there are a number of interesting questions which can be posed in 
this context. Before proceeding further with these, we dispose of the 
results related to regular partitions. 
THEOREM 3.1. If 2 is a subgroup of Y”(G), then ~6‘ is a section of G 
if and only if(i) H = u &? is a subgroup of G, and (ii) the elements of SF 
are mutually disjoint. 
Proof. If Z is a section of G then the result is clear. Thus assume 
that (i) and (ii) hold; then X is a regular partition of the group H; hence 
by the fact mentioned earlier, Z is a factor group of H. For convenience 
we provide details here (of a proof that Z? is a section of G). In view of 
Theorem 1.2, we need only show that E < G (where, as usual, E denotes 
the identity of X). For this it is sufficient to show that E-l C E. Let 
x E E; since H < G we have x-l E A for some A E 2. To see that A = E, 
observe first that e = xx-l E EA = A. From the fact that e E A it follows 
that e E AA hence, via (ii), AA = A. But the only idempotent in the 
group X is E; thus A = E. 
Now we give examples to show that neither condition in Theorem 3.1 
can be deleted. Let G be the multiplicative group of non-zero complex 
numbers. Take E to be the open interval (0,l) on the real axis, and let C 
be the set of points having modulus 1. Then E is an idempotent in 
PO(G) and C < N(E) = G. Let Z& be the subgroup of N(E) correspond- 
ing to C, i.e., 2 = {aE; a E C}. Note that, if a E C, then aE is the radius 
of the unit circle drawn from 0 to a (but omitting both end-points); thus 
the elements of X are mutually disjoint. However U 2 is not a subgroup 
of G; indeed, U Z is the open unit disk punctured at 0. We denote this 
disk by D. Observe that D is an idempotent in 9,,(G), and consider 
N(D) = {aD; a E G}. Since aD is a punctured open disk of radius 1 a 1 
centered at 0, the elements of N(D) are certainly not mutually disjoint. 
On the other hand, it is clear that u N(D) = G. 
Thus, in the first example above, (ii) holds but not (i), and, in the 
second, (i) is satisfied but not (ii). Note that in each example the identity 
element e = 1 does not belong to the idempotent. For the present pur- 
poses, however, the presence or absence of e in the identity of A? is 
irrelevant. To see this, replace E in the above by the interval (O,l] = E’. 
Proceeding exactly as before, we obtain a group X’ whose union is the 
closed unit disk D’ punctured at 0. Finally, M(D’) has the same proper- 
ties as M(D), and 1 E D’. 
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There is one other modification of the original example which is worth 
pointing out. Replace C by the subset C, consisting of the n-th roots of 
unity in G. We obtain the group fin = {aE; a E C,} which also satisfies 
(ii) but not (i). Note that yi”, is cyclic of order n. In contrast, the following 
result shows that it is not possible to find a finite subgroup 2 which 
satisfies (i) but not (ii). 
THEOREM 3.2. If X is a subgroup of go(G) whirh is periodic, then ST? 
is a section of G if and only if H = u 2 is a subgroup of G. 
Proof. We begin by observing that, if H ,< G and if E is the only 
element of X containing e, then the elements of Z? are mutually disjoint. 
For suppose x E A n B where A, B E 2. Then, since H < G, there 
exists C E 2 with x-l E C. We have e E AC n BC, hence AC = BC = E. 
It follows that A = B = C*. 
In view of Theorem 3.1, in order to complete the proof here we need 
only show that if 2 is periodic then E is the only element of X containing 
e. Actually, this last is true under the slightly weaker assumption that 
every element of Z containing e has finite order in %. For if e E A then 
EC AE = A; and if A has finite order n > 1 then (since e E AS-l) we 
have A C An = E. yielding A = E. This completes the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.2. 
Suppose we return briefly to the general question of whether the 
investigation of subgroups of the power semigroup has any special 
group-theoretic significance. In particular, it is natural to ask whether 
anything essential is lost by restricting attention to the sections of a group. 
More precisely, one may ask whether it is generally true that every sub- 
group of PO(G) is isomorphic to a section of G, and indeed whether every 
subgroup of P,,(G) arises via the normalizer construction. As we shall see, 
the answer to (both forms of) the last question is No. Before giving an 
example illustrating this, it will be helpful to gain further insight into the 
subgroup structure of YO(G) by using some basic facts about semigroups. 
4. MAXIMALSUBGROUPSOF~~(G) 
It is quite easy to describe (in general terms) the structure of the collec- 
tion of all subgroups of an arbitrary semigroup Y. We will give a 
description in the general case, and then interpret the results when 
Y = YO(G) for G a group. (Thus we employ notation for semigroups 
which permits easy transition to power semigroups of groups.) The facts 
we mention, as well as the techniques employed, are both elementary and 
standard. (See, for example, [I, pp. 21-231.) 
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Let Y be any semigroup, and suppose E is an idempotent element of 
9’. Let Y(E) denote the set of all elements in 9’ for which E acts as a 
two-sided identity (actually, Y(E) = EYE = {EAE; A E 9’“)). Then 
9’(E) is a semigroup with identity; let d(E) denote the group of units in 
Y(E). Since the only idempotent element in a group is the identity, it 
follows that .4’(E) contains every subgroup of Y containing E. If 9(E) 
denotes the lattice of all subgroups of d(E) then it follows from the 
above that 9(E) is precisely the set of all subgroups of Y containing E; 
and if E’ # E is another idempotent in 9’ then P(E) and Z(E’) are 
disjoint. Also, every subgroup Z of 9’ belongs to Y(E) for some idem- 
potent E in Y (namely, for E the identity element of Z). Thus we have 
the following result: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Y be any semigroup, and let 8 denote the collection 
of all idempotent elements of 9. If d = %, then Y has no subgroups. 
If 6 # o , then the collection of subgroups of 9’ is the disjoint union of the 
lattices .3(E), E E E. Each S?(E) is the complete lattice of subgroups of 
k‘(E), the maximal subgroup of Y containing E. 
We now apply these observations to the case in which 9’ is the power 
semigroup of a group. Our initial objective is to make clear just how the 
normalizer construction fits in with this more general viewpoint. If E 
is an idempotent in PO(G) then clearly M(E) < J!(E), since N(E) is a 
subgroup of PO(G) containing E; and M(E) = J&‘(E) says precisely that 
every subgroup of P,,(G) containing E arises via the normalizer construc- 
tion Thus (via Theorem 2.2) a sufficient condition for N(E) = d(E) 
is that e E E. It is not difficult to characterize (in abstract terms) precisely 
when M(E) = &f(E). In order to do this, we examine more closely the 
way in which J%‘(E) is obtained. 
It will be convenient to treat separately the case E = {e} before pro- 
ceeding further. Here we have k’(E) = N(E) = N(E)/(e) = G/(e). This 
last is the group of all singletons {a} with a E G. In particular we see that 
&({e}), the group of units in PO(G), is isomorphic to G. Since an isomor- 
phism of two semigroups with identity induces an isomorphism of their 
groups of units, we have as an immediate consequence 
THEOREM 4.2. The semigroups P,,(G,) and P,,(G,) are isomorphic if 
and only if the groups G, and G, are isomorphic. 
We return now to the main point of our discussion. Let E # {e} be 
an idempotent in Y = PO(G), and let V(E) denote the centralizer of E 
in Y, i.e., V(E) consists of all A E 9’ such that AE = EA. It is clear that 
F?(E) is a semigroup containing {e} and that Y(E) is a subsemigroup of 
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g(E). In addition, Y(E) = EYE is also a homomorphic image of V(E); 
more precisely, the map @: 2?(E) -+ 9’(E) defined by A - AE is a sur- 
jective homomorphism. It is natural to compare this with the normalizer 
construction, where we obtained the homomorphism 4: N(E) + M(E). 
(Note that C$ is defined for elements of G such that aE = Ea rather than 
for subsets of G.) The precise connection between the two functions is 
easily seen. If we let e(E) denote the group of units in %‘(E), then clearly 
@ maps @i(E) into J?‘(E), since Jt’(E) is the group of units in Y(E). 
Note also that, since (e] E %‘((E), we have ??(E) = V(E) n &({e>). Thus 
e’(E) consists of all singletons in V(E); but this is just the set of elements 
{a) with a E N(E). We see now that 4 is essentially the restriction of CD 
to q(E); more precisely, @({a}) = aE = +(a) for a f N(E). In particular 
we have @(@(E>) = #N(E)) = M(E). The meaning of N(E) = M(E) 
is now clear. 
THEOREM 4.3. If E is an idempotent in PO(G), then N(E) is the image 
of the group of units of the centralizer g(E) under the natural homomorphism 
0: V(E) -+ Y(E). Thus N(E) = k(E) if and only if the surjection @ maps 
the group of units of V(E) onto the group of units qf Y(E). 
As remarked earlier, a sufficient condition for J’(E) = J&‘(E) is that 
e E E, We now give an example which shows that this condition is not 
necessary. Let G be the additive group of all real numbers. (Here we depart 
from our convention on the use of multiplicative notation.) Let E be the 
set of all positive real numbers; we denote E by (0, co). It is easy to see 
that E is an idempotent and that Z(E) = E u {O}. Thus J(E)= 
N(E)/Z(E) n Z(E)-l = N(E)/(O). S’ mce G is Abelian we have N(E)= G; 
we show M(E) = M(E). If A E Y(E) then from A = A + E we obtain 
A = U (a + E) = U (a, co). (4.1) 
CXEA IlEA 
Suppose now that AE J&(E); then for u*EA* we have a* + ACA* + A 
hence A C --a* + E = (-a*, CD). Thus A is bounded from below, so 
that rZ = inf A belongs to G. From (4.1) we obtain A = (5, co) = a” + E, 
and this shows that A E N(E). Thus &f(E) = M(E) as claimed, despite 
the fact that 0 $ E. 
Observe that, on the basis of what we have shown thus far, it is con- 
ceivable that d(E) = M(E) always holds. We now give an example (a 
slight modification of the above) which shows that this is indeed not the 
case. Here we take G to be the additive group of rational numbers, and 
let E be the set of all positive rationals; we write E = ((0, co)). (In general, 
we let ((a, b)) denote the set of all rational numbers in the real interval 
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(a, b).) As above, it is easy to see that E is an idempotent and that 
X(E) s G. Just as before, if A E M(E) then 
A = lJ ((a, a)) = u (a + E) (4.2) 
GSA USA 
and A is bounded below. Thus the real number cl = inf A exists, and we 
see that A = ((5, co)). Note that c?: need not be rational. Indeed, if 17 is 
any real number then the set A = ((6, co)) lies in d(E). To see this, 
observe first that A E 9’(E); to see that A E 4(E), note that an inverse 
for A is A* = ((-a, co)), which is also in Y(E). It follows that the map- 
ping defined by A -+ inf A is an isomorphism of d(E) with the additive 
group of all real numbers. Thus M(E) is isomorphic to the rationals 
under addition, and M(E) is isomorphic to the reals! 
This shows that, in general, not every subgroup of YO(G) arises via 
the normalizer construction. In fact, the last example also shows that a 
subgroup of Y,,(G) need not be isomorphic to a section of G (for, in the 
above, G is countable but d(E) is uncountable). 
5. SOME OPEN QUESTIONS 
There are several questions which arise naturally which we have not yet 
answered; e.g., can we obtain a group-theoretic characterization of those 
G such that every subgroup of g,,(G) arises via the normalizer construc- 
tion? For convenience in discussing such questions, we adopt the follow- 
ing notation. Let x(C) denote the collection of all groups G having the 
property that every subgroup X of PO(G) satisfies condition C. Several 
conditions which offer themselves for consideration are: 
C, : 2 is a factor group of G. 
C, : 2 is a section of G. 
C, : The identity element of X is a subgroup of G. 
C, : The identity element of SP contains the identity element of G. 
C, : SP arises via the normalizer construction. 
C, : 2 is isomorphic to a section of G. 
If we let xi = x(Ci) for 0 < i < 5 then we have 
x0 c Xl = x2 c x3 c x4 c x5 - (5.1) 
We know that x1 = xZ is the collection of all periodic groups, and it is 
clear that G E x0 iff G is a periodic group in which all subgroups are normal. 
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Thus x0 consists of all periodic Abelian groups together with all (periodic) 
Hamiltonian groups. By definition, a Hamiltonian group is a non-Abelian 
group in which all subgroups are normal; a well-known description of 
these groups is as follows. (See [2, pp. 190-1921.) A group G is Hamil- 
tonian iff G = Q x U x V, where Q is the quaternion group (of order 8) 
and U, V are periodic Abelian groups such that all elements in U have 
odd order, and all elements # e in Y have order 2. 
It appears difficult to find group-theoretic characterizations of the 
remaining classes x3 , x4, x5 . A more reasonable problem is to show that 
all the inclusions in (5.1) are strict. We have seen that x0 # x1 , and it is 
also clear that xZ # x3 since the infinite cyclic group lies in x3 (see Theo- 
rem 5.1). It seems likely that x3 # x4 # xs, but at present this is still 
undecided. We have already seen that x5 does not contain all (Abelian) 
groups; indeed, it is the case that the free Abelian groups of rank r > 2 
do not lie in x5 . This observation (in the form expressed in Theorem 5.1) 
may appear rather surprising at first. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a free Abelian group of rank r. If r = 1 then 
every idempotent in PO(G) contains e, hence every subgroup of g&G) arises 
via the normalizer construction. If r > 1 then G contains idempotents E 
such that J(E) is free abelian of rank r, but .4’(E) is isomorphic to the 
additive group of all real numbers. 
Proof. Let G denote the additive group of integers, and suppose E is 
an idempotent in g&G). We show that 0 E E. We lose no generality in 
assuming that E contains positive elements; let a be the smallest such 
element in E. Since a cannot be the sum of two positive elements of E, 
we see that E must also contain negative elements. Let -b E E where 
b > 0; then 0 = ba + a( -b) E E. 
Suppose now that G is free Abelian of rank r > 1; we view G as the set 
of lattice points in a vector space. More precisely, let V be a vector space 
over R of dimension r, and let u1 , U, ,..., 21, be a basis for V. We regard G 
as the subgroup of the additive group V consisting of all linear combina- 
tions of u1 , z12 ,..., II, with integer coefficients; we refer to elements of G 
as Iattice points. The desired idempotents are obtained by taking all 
lattice points lying on one side of any hyperplane (i.e., r - 1 dimensional 
subspace) W with the property that W n G = (0). To make this specific 
start out with any hyperplane W in V and let 4: V-t R be a linear map 
such that W is the kernel of 4. If we let 19~ = +(ui) then an element 
v = x,u, + x,u, + ... + x,u, in V is mapped to 
$b(v) = xlel + xpez + *.- + x,e, . 
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We see that the condition that W contains no lattice points other than 0 
is precisely the condition that the real numbers 0, , e2 ,..., BP are linearly 
independent over the rationals; henceforth we assume this condition to be 
satisfied. We may also assume, with no loss in generality, that 8, = 1; 
this determines #J uniquely. Let E be the set of all lattice points v in V 
which satisfy 4(v) > 0. (Analogous results are obtained, of course, if we 
work instead with the lattice points in the other half-space defined by 
$(4 < 0.) 
We show first that E is idempotent in PO(G). It is clear that E + E C E; 
to obtain the reverse inclusion we make use of the fact that 4(G) is dense 
in R. Assuming this, given v E E we know there exists u E G with 
0 < d(u) < 4(n). It follows that both u and v - u lie in E, hence 
u = u + (v - u) E E + E. To complete the proof we must establish the 
denseness of 4(G); actually, if H denotes the set of all lattice points in the 
space spanned by ~1~ and u2, then 4(H) is dense in R. We have 
~W) = h + %h ; n,, n2 E Z} and, since e2 is irrational, the fact that 
+(H) is dense is just the one-dimensional version of a well-known theorem 
of Kronecker. (See [3, pp. 375-3781 for several elementary proofs.) 
Thus E is an idempotent in g,,(G). It is easy to see that the idealizer 
I(E) = E u (O), hence K(E) = (0) and N(E) G N(E)/(O) g G. We show 
now that &i’(E) s R. It is clear that if A E &t’(E) then &4) is bounded 
from below (in fact, if b E A* then d(u) 3 -4(b) for all a E A). It is also 
clear that the map # defined by A + inf +(A) is a homomorphism from 
&Z’(E) to the additive group of R. Indeed, # is an rsomorphism. For 
suppose A E ker #; then $(A) C (0, co) so that A C E. But A* also lies 
in ker #, so we have A* C E as well, hence EC A. Thus ker $ = (E}, 
and # is injective. We show now that # is a surjection. Suppose x is any 
real number, and let A be the pre-image of the interval (x, co) under the 
mapping 4: G -+ R. It is easily verified that A E d(E), i.e., that 
A + E = A and that an inverse A* exists (of course, A* is just the pre- 
image of (-x, co)). Finally, we know that +(A) C (x, co) and, in order to 
see that inf 4(A) = X, again make use of the fact that 4(G) is dense in 
R. This yields x = $(A), and completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
The authors would like to acknowledge their indebtedness to the late Max Krolik of 
St. John’s University for several valuable discussions on idempotents in the power 
semigroup of a free Abelian group. For Y = 2, the idempotents not containing 0 were 
described to him by Herb Taylor and Robert Bumcrot. 
Returning to the discussion prior to Theorem 5.1 we mention another 
question which arises naturally. Which group-theoretic conditions are 
“fully hereditary” in the sense that if G satisfies condition C then so does 
every subgroup of P,,(G) ? If we let V denote the collection of all groups 
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which satisfy C, then C is fully hereditary iff %? C x(C). Some obvious 
examples of such conditions are finiteness and commutativity. On the 
other hand, we have seen that countability is not fully hereditary. It is 
natural to ask whether generalizations of commutativity such as solvabil- 
ity or nilpotence are fully hereditary. Part of the reason why commutativ- 
ity is fully hereditary is that the law XY = YX does not involve the taking 
of inverses, and upon first inspection it might appear that such a “semi- 
group law” which holds in G will automatically hold in yO(G) and hence 
in every subgroup of go(G). If this were true it would follow that nil- 
potence is fully hereditary, since it has been shown [5] that the condition 
that a group be nilpotent of class at most c can be expressed by means 
of such a semigroup law. However, the situation is more complicated. 
A semigroup law which holds in G need not hold in go(G) if any variable 
occurring in the law appears more than once on the same side of the 
equation. If we impose a “linearity” condition excluding these repeated 
occurrences of variables, then it is true that such semigroup laws do define 
properties which are fully hereditary, but unfortunately they yield nothing 
new. More precisely, it is easy to show that any linear semigroup law 
which can be satisfied by a nontrivial group is actually equivalent to the 
commutative law. On the other hand, the law Xn = 1 is fully hereditary. 
For, any group G satisfying this law is periodic, hence all subgroups of 
B,(G) are sections of G and so they not only satisfy this law, but any 
other law which holds in G. More generally, whenever 2 is a homo- 
morphic image of a subgroup of G, every law holding in G necessarily 
holds in 2; thus for groups lying in x5, all varietal properties (i.e., those 
definable by laws) are inherited by subgroups of the power semigroup. 
It is still unknown whether nilpotence or solvability is fully hereditary. 
Somehow one expects that solvability is probably not fully hereditary, 
and it would be of some interest to obtain examples demonstrating this 
(if indeed such examples exist). It would be even more interesting to find 
examples of unlikely (e.g., solvable) groups whose power semigroups 
contain non-Abelian free groups as subgroups. 
Finany, we mention that very little is known about the collection of 
idempotents in the power semigroups of particular groups. Just to be 
specific, we pose the problem of investigating the idempotents in go(F), 
where F is a free group of rank 2. (It is not too hard to find idempotents 
which do not contain e, but little else is known.) 
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